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Democrats Elect Donovan
State Committee Chairman

OC Announces
Seal Campaign
The Outing Club Council has
announced that it 'is sponsoring
a contest to find two seal designs
best depicting the 1956-1957 Winter Carnival theme, "'ShangriLa.'' One design, to be 2V4 by 4
inches, m-ill be used on the dance
program, while the other, 4 by
6 inches, is for the calendar of
events program.
The Council requests all entries to be submitted to Katharine Johnson or Kenneth Lynde
by next Monday. The persons
entering the best designs will
be awarded two tickets for
Carnival, and if there are two
winners, the award will be
divided.
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ment in 1949. he inaugurated the
Citizenship Laboratory the following year. This "core" course
in government, which combines
classroom study of American
political processes with lectures
irominent state and nation?'
las taice received the
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Two Bands Play
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As Queen Reigns
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Receives Commendaiicn
Currently he is chairman of
the Maine Board of Arbitration
and Conciliation and has been
commended by Gov. Edmund S.
Muskie for his work on the
board.
Dr. Donovan has stated that
he will hold his new position for
a limited length of time, probably 12-15 months. In the
spring of 1958 the selection of a
new Committee Chairman will
come up before the Democratic
State Convention. He is not interested in holding the position
beyond that date.
He also declared that this appointment will have no direct
effect on his teaching career. He
is hopeful that a touch of prac-
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Shangri-La Provides
Setting For Carnival
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By Irene Frye
The Maine Democratic State
Committee, meeting Sunday in
Waterville, elected Dr. John C.
Donovan, associate professor of
government, to succeed Congressman-elect Frank M. Coffin
as State Committee Chairman for
the Democratic Party.
Dr. Donovan was graduated
from Bates, Phi Beta Kappa, in
1942. After service with tho
Navy in the Pacific, he did graduate work at Harvard L
sity, receiving his mastsr's dein political science ; i 1918
and his doctorate in 1941
Returning to Bates as a member of the government depart-

NPUI

Co-chairmen Katharine Johnn and I
neth Lynde have
announced that "Shangri-La," a
serene and exotic village set in
paradise among the
will be
. the Outing Club
Winter Carnival.
The weekend's activities will
open Thursday evening, January 31, with an ice show and the
presentation ci the Carnival
Queen. The show will be followed by a dance in Chase Hall.
Plan Games
Friday's activities will include
Co-chairmen Ken Lynde (1.) and Kay Johnson begin prep- snow games and informal skiing
arations for Winter' Carnival.
(Photo by Blunda) and skating. Snow sculptures by
each dorm will be judged Saturday. A hockey game and a jazz
tical politics will aod a bi* of
Ice Show
concert are planned for Saturrealism to his government coursWoalhor
permitting,
the
day afternoon.
es here at Bates, but he is not
Carnival weekend will inA semi-formal dance Saturday
cons'dering a career in politics.
evening in the Alumni Gym will
clude an Ice Show. Will
He commented further that he
highlight the four-day Carnival.
consulted with President Charles
anyone who is interested in
The bands of Ted Herbert and
F. Phillips about the position I being in the skating show,
Bob Bachelder, enthusiastically
prior to accepting it and that! see Beverly Paul or watch
received in the Boston area and
President Phillips left the decibulletin boards for sign-ups.
at previous
appearances
at
sion up to him as a personal
Bates,
will
present
their
wellmatter.
Party in recent years. Governor
known "Battle of the Bands."
»Dr. Donovan is the third Muskie and Congressman-elect
Bates alumnus to achieve recog- Coffin, retiring Committee Chair- Request Special Selections
nition in the Maine Democratic man, are also Bates graduates.
. The 28 musicians of the combined orchestras will provide
continuous music throughout the
evening. Their feature numbers
include
"Rhapsody in Blue,"
"Tenderly," "Tuxedo Junction,"
Sing Solos
Carol Lux.
"When the Saints Come MarchSolos will be sung by Patricia
The first number on the proAllen, Norman Jason, Kenneth gram is a traditional carol, "O ing In," "Intermission Riff," and
"String of Pearls."
Parker, Audrey Philcox, and Come. Immanuel, Our King."
By special arrangement stuWasil Katz. Rehearsal pianists "To Us Is Born Immanuel," a
dents may select in advance the
have been Anita Kastner and
(Continued on page two)
numbers which the bands will
play. Suggestions should be given to Outing Club Council members. Sunday's program will feature an all-day outing with skiing, skating and other outdoor
activities.
(Continued on page eight)

Choral Society Presents Christmas Concert
The annual Christmas Concert presented by the Bates
Choral Society will be held at
3:30 and 7:30 p. m. Sunday in the
Chapel.
Conducted hv Prol. D. Robert

Smith, the concert will consist
of various carols and the motet
"Jesus Priceless Treasure" by
Johann Sebastian Bach. These
works will be performed by the
entire chorus.

Committees Sponsor
Vacation-Eve Events:
Caroling, Chase Hop

Members of the Choral Society rehearse under the direction of Prof. D. Robert Smith in preparation for the
Christmas Concert to be presented Sunday afternoon and evening in the chapel.

Alberta Pattangall announces
that the Christian Association
will hold its annual Christmas
carolling from 6:30-8:30 p. m.
next Tuesday.
A band will pick students up
at their dorms. They will divide
into five groups and follow
planned routes to different professors' homes. After the carolling the Chase Hall Dance Committee has planned a record
dance and open house with refreshments to be served.
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New Women's Dorm
!

StudentsPresent
ReligiousChapel
Services Today

This morning's chapel service
was the second this semester to
be led by students. William
Moore, a senior, spoke on "The
Meaning of Christmas." He was
assisted by Ronald Walden, a
junior, who offered the prayer
and scripture reading. Both students are studying for the
ministry.
The student-led religious chapel services have been established as a result of interest
shown by students in such a
program. This interest was revealed in an informal poll of
the student body, taken last
Exterior construction on the new women's dorm nears com- year.
pletion as workmen get underway on the building's interior. Welcome Suggestions

Stu-G Fetes Women With
Formal Christmas Dinner
The annual Student Government Christmas banquet will be
held at 5:45 p. m. Monday, December 17, in Men's Memorial
Commons.

CA Movie
The next CA sponsored
film, "The Grand Illusion."
will be shown Friday, January 4 in Pettigrew Hall.
This is one of a series of
movies offered by the CA
this year.

Pops Concert
The first rehearsal of the
Choral Society for the annual Pops Concert will be
held at 7 p. m. on Thursday, January 3, in the Gannett Room, Pettigrew Hall.
This is the day classes begin
after Christmas vacation.
On the same day the Concert Band will also hold its
lirst rehearsal at 8 p. m. in
the Gannett Room. All those
considering joining either
group should see Prof. D.
Robert Smith before Christmas. The concert will be
given on March 16 and is
based on the theme, "The
Sea."

C alendar
Tonight
Vespers, 9:15-9:45 p.m., Chapel
Saturday
Dance, 8 p. m., Chase Hall
Sunday
Choral Society Christmas Concert, 3:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.,
Chapel
Monday
Christmas Vespers, 9:15 p. m.,
Chapel
Tuesday
Carolling, 6:30-8:30 p. m.
Dance, 8:30 p. m., Chase Hall

It is now planned to have two
student-led services each semester. If the chapel committee
finds continued favorable interest the number may be increased. The newly formed
chapel committee would welcome any constructive ideas for'
either this phase or the Monday
and Friday assembly chapel I
programs.

Colleen Jenkins, who is in
charge of the formal banquet
this year, has announced that
Prof. Lavinia M. Schaeffer will
present a reading, "Why the
Chimes Rang." Also included in
the entertainment will be the
singing of Christmas carols by
members of the Chapel Choir.
Dr. Rayborn L. Zerby will offer
the invocation. Student GovernTwo senior members of the
ment president Barbara Prince varsity degate squad, Elvin
will deliver a brief welcome.
Kaplan and Grant Reynolds,
represented Bates at the annual
Request Attendance
A large Christmas tree and Student Conference on United
centerpieces on each table will States Affairs at the United
serve as the decorations. Mem- States Military Academy in West
bers of the Student Government Point, N. Y., last Wednesday
board are acting on the various through Saturday.
Students and leading authoricommittees.
ties on our national security
All women are expected to atpolicy from all over the country
tend and are asked to assemble
were represented at West Point
in the Chase Hall Ballroom at
to discuss the formulation of our
5:30 p.m.
national security policy for the
different geographical areas of
the world. Kaplan was in the
division on the Middle East and
Reynolds in the Atlantic community, or NATO, division.
Both were chosen as members
of the report-making committes
of their respective, topics. ReyThe Bates freshman debating nolds was chosen as chairman of
team finiched among the top four his committee.
in the novice debaters' tournaThe students listened to panel
ment at St. Anselm's College last discussions and addresses by
Saturday. The topic for debate
was, "Resolved: That the Unit- College Plans Health
ed States should discontinue
direct economic aid to foreign And Speech Courses
countries."
For Next Semester

Trustees Select Two As
'56-'57 Bingham Scholars
Two members of the class of
I960 are recipients of scholar- the Alumni Citizenship Cup and
the American Legion Citizenships made possible by the estate
ship Award.
of the late William Bingham II
of Bethel.
Rosalie Curtis and David Easton of West Paris and Buckfield,
respectively, have been selected
as the 1956-57 Bingham Scholars
by the trustees of the Bingham
"Betterment Fund," which attempts to help deserving young
people receive a college education.
Participate In Activities
While attending West Paris
High School, Miss Curtis was a
member of the National Honor
Society, editor of the yearbook,
and was the recipient of several
public speaking awards.
Easton, a graduate of Buckfield High School, was an active
member of the student council
and dramatic club. Besides participating in public speaking, he
was a delegate to Dirigo Boys'
State and was selected to receive

Reynolds, Kaplan See Discipline,
Honor Systems At West Point

Debaters A ttend
St. Anselm's
Novice Tourney

The affirmative team, consisting of Marshall True and Roger Allen, won one of three debates, while the negative team of
Mary Ellen Crook and John
Lawton won in all three of their
debates. Allen was rated as the
third best ■ affirmative speaker
in the tournament. The debaters
were accompanied by Prof. Ryland H. Hewitt.

such authorities as Douglas Cater, editor of the Washington
Reporter and Frank Nash, United States delegate to the United
Nations and a former assistant
secretary of defense. The students themselves participated in
discussion groups.
The conference was highlighted by the presentation of a
plaque to Gen. A. Greunther at
a full-dress cadet parade and a
speech delivered to the formal
banquet on Friday evening by
Army Chief of Staff Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor.
Reynolds and Kaplan were
particularly impressed with the
Academy and the Corps of
Cadets, especially the extreme
courtesy with which they were
treated. They stated, "It was
a very
mature atmosphere,
which can be attributed to the
discipline and responsibility of
the men. The seniors are responsible for the running of the
Corps. They take care of almost
all disciplinary cases."
The
Academy is on a complete social
and academic honor system.

Chorus Presents
European Carols
(Continued from page one)
well-known selection from the
works of Praetorius, is the next
number, followed by a selection
from Spain, a Catelonian carol,
"The Three Kings."
An English composition, "A
Spotless Rose," is next. It was
written by Howells, while the
following number is an anonymous Polish carol,
"Gloria!
Gloria!"
Choose Contemporary Work
Another anonymously written
carol, "The Burgundian Patapan," rounds out the first part
of the concert. Forsaking traditional "selections for the next
number, Professor Smith has
chosen "Prophesy" by the contemporary San Francisco composer, Purvis.
As the concluding number,
the Choral Society will present
Bach's motet, "Jesus Priceless
Treasure." This is drawn from
the larger chorale of the same
name.
Invite Everyone
This number was written for
five voices: first and second
sopranos, alto, tenor, and bass.
The five voices alternately weave
the melody thread in and out of
the larger composition.
The motet is made up of
choral selections and two trios.
It concludes with "Hence, All
Fears and Sadness." Everyone is
cordially invited to attend the
concert. There is no admission
charge.

j Norris - Hayden
Laundry
Modern Cleaners
Campus Agents:
PAUL PERRY
DICK MORAES

New courses to be offered next
semester are Health 301W and
BOSTON TEA STORE
Speech 242. The one hour health
course will be taught by Prof.
Food Gifts and Snacks
Lena M. Walmsley and is open to
249 MAIN STREET
LEWISTON
junior and senior women. It will
concern the young married couple, stressing health problems
EMPIRE
such as nutrition and child care.
Prof. Lavinia M. Schaeffer will
NOW
teach the new speech course. It Wed. - Sat.
PLAYING
Travel To Tufts
will emphasize theory and pracSaturday will find the fresh- tical application of acting.
"Desperadoes In
man team debating at the Tufts
Town"
College Novice Tournament.
— R I T Z —
Chapel Schedule
Bates will be represented by Su- WED. - THURS.: "HOD ROD
Arthur and Nolan
san Freidenman, Malcolm MacFriday
GIRL", Lori Nelson; "GIRLS
Robert Brunn, Christian Sci- Bain, David Easton, and John
IN PRISON". Joan Taylor
"Calling Homicide"
^jLLYSON * ItEMMON (
Steadman. The team will be ac- FRI. - SAT.: "NORTHWEST
ence Monitor
Elliot
and
Case
^OU (gAN'T BiUN&WAY
companied by varsity debater
Monday
PASSAGE", Spencer Tracy,
Reports on West Point Con- Everett Ladd.
Robert Young; "DAY THE
V
ference by Elvin Kaplan
WORLD ENDED", Richard Sun. - Wed.
This afternoon the frosh deC|NBMASCOP£
TECHNICOLOR
r
and Grant Reynolds
Denning
bate team of Arthur Rubinstein,
* cajMsu» c '■
"Suicide Mission"
Gerald Zaltman, Peter Wood, SUN. - MON. - TUES.: "THESE
All Star
MM* CHARLES BICKFORD
WILDER
YEARS",
Jane
and Stephen Hotchkiss will deMusic Room
Cheney,
Barbara
Harwich;
Coming Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
bate Edward Little High School
"Reprisal"
"DEVIL'S CANYON", Virginia
in Pettigrew Hall on the farm
Paul Newman - W. Corey in
Tomorrow
2-4 p. m.
Mayo, Dale Robertson
problem.
"THE RACK"
Monday
7:30-9:30 p.m.
Madison and Farr

STRAND
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Basketball Band

Speakers Discuss Technological
Change At Public Affairs Week
Four noted speakers will discuss "Technology: Triumph or
Tragedy?", the theme of Public
Affairs Week which will start
Wednesday, February 13 and
continue through the 15th of
the month.

effect that "push-button warfare" will have on our American
democracy.
Automation will be the field
that Vice-Admiral Edward L.
Cochrane will deal with in his
talks
during the conference.
Cochrane is vice-president in
charge of industrial relations at
MIT and worked on the LincolnDew Line project.

Each speaker will present his
views on the topic in relation to
his profession. All four will concentrate on what has happened
to our world. Have we really Psychiatrist Speaks
Dr. A. Warren Stearns will
made progress and what lies
discuss the topic from the standahead for us in the future?
point of the human toll involved
Discusses Automation
Edward L. Katzenbach, politi- in technological change. Stearns,
cal scientist from Harvard and a psychiatrist by profession, is
the former Dean of Tufts MediDirector of the Defense Studies
Program there will speak on the cal School.
Approaching the topic from a
religious point of view, Rev.
William Rice, Unitarian minister
from Welleslcy Hills, Mass.. will
present the ethical implications
of
technological change. Rice is
"Is that talent or whoa?" is the
theme of the combined dance and head of the human relations
talent show to be held from clinic in Wellesley Hills.

Dance Features
Talent Saturday

8-11:45 p. m. Saturday night in Participate In Dorm Discussions
Chase Hall.
Each speaker will present at
Sponsored by the Chase Hall least one main talk during the
Dance Committee under the conference and will also particichairmanship of Harry Bennert, great. Do you think I'm kidding
the entertainment will feature a you or woh? Attend the dance
variety of talents. Admission and find out."
price will be one cent.
Tuesday evening, Dec. 18, the
Provide Entertainment
Dance Committee will present the
As David Paige, chairman of customary "sock hop" before vaentertainment for the dance, stat- cation in Chase Hall. In keeping
ed: "Woe to those who don't at- with the Christmas spirit the entend this dance Saturday night. tertainment will include group
The talent here on campus 'is singing of carols.

pate in dormitory discussions
and panels.
According to Richard Dole,
chairman of Public
Affairs
Week, this type of conference
has never before been presented
in this country. Faculty sponsor
is Theodore P. Wright, Government instructor.

Committee Proposes
Alternate Route For
Waterville Highway
A committee of Waterville's
former mayors and incumbent
Mayor Clinton Clauson has proposed a compromise route for
the Waterville section of the
proposed Maine Turnpike extension.
Meeting recently with the
Maine State Highway Commission, this committee suggested a
route slightly longer than the
one called for in the original
plan. This route would pass behind the Colby campus instead
oi in front of it.
Retains Interchanges
The traffic interchanges would
be at the same points as those
selected by the engineers — an
important point as the highway
is sealed except at the interchanges and these particular locations are advantageous to
commerce in Fairfield and Waterville.
The State Highway Commission will determine the alternate
route's feasibility from an en, i-ieering standpoint prior to a
public hearing in Waterville to
ho held later this winter.

The Bates band is seen urging the team on to victory at last
Saturday's basketball game.
(Photo by Blunda)

Stu-C Promotes Martin;
Girls Discuss Mayoralty
Stu-C devoted the major portion of last Wednesday's meeting to the discussion of replacement, appointments for the four
senior men who resigned the
council during the recent drinking controversy. Four senior men
will be chosen to fill the vacant
positions under Article V, Section II, Paragarph c of the Stu-C
constitution, which permits StuC to make appointments to fill
vacancies, brought about by resignations.
Other
topics of discussion
were an evaluation of the
freshman work project, and
the appointment of Willard G.
Martin, Jr., '59, as Council secretary until the next annual
election in March. Benedict Maz-

za, the former secretary, is
now acting president until the
March election.
At the last Stu-G meeting the
topic of Mayoralty was again
discussed. The consensus of
opinion concerning
Mayoralty
was that this campaign should
be put on primarily for the girls
with a minimum number of
girls participating in the productions.
Stu-G also stated that Blue
Book visiting hours rules must
be observed, but that jt might
be possible to revise them for
another year.
Again the new girls' dorm
was considered in an attempt to
aid Dean Hazel M. Clark in the
organization of this large dorm.

WINSTON heads the class on flavor!

■ Try America's favorite filter smoke!
You'll like the full, rich taste. You'll like
the Winston filter, too. It does the job so

Switch to WINSTON Americas best-selling, best-tasting filter cigarette

ft. J. REYNOLDS
TOBACCO CO.,
WiNSTON-SALEM. N. C.
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Editorials
An Extra Gift

Alumnus Of The Weekj Mumford's Latest Inspects
Inexplicable Entity, Man
I condition because of chance
geography,
chance
invention,
chance response to other types of
challenge? (cf. Tonybee's Study
of history)
During the past quarter cenSearches For Word
tury Lewis Mumford has written
But
Mumford's
concluding
twenty books; this recent Coram chapter is most provocative. Dispurchase is no less fascinating

By Dr. Roy P. Fairfield
j Lewis Mumford, The Transformations of Man. New York:
Harper, 1956.

There has been a great deal written concerning the extreme commercialization of the year's greatest holiday,
Christmas. From the businessman's point of view the yuletide season is a veritable gold mine and from mid-October
we are victims of a rapid crescendo in advertising.
In Lewiston, for example, Peck's blossomed forth during
the first week of November with a display of singing
"angels" placed in front of large "organ pipes" to announce to all that Christmas was fast approaching — while
pumpkins and witches were shoved aside after an exceedingly brief appearance. Thanksgiving was hardly given a
thought as storekeepers tried to work shoppers into a frenzy
over the fact that there was but one month left before the
big holiday.
We Look Askance
While we often look askance at all this commercialization and overemphasis of the buying aspect of Christmas we
should probably resign ourselves to the fact that this is
perhaps an inevitable result of the fact that Americans seem
to have plenty of extra money to spend (or at least with
which to make down payments), plenty of leisure time in
which to spend it, and an inexhaustable supply of exciting
temptations filling stores to overflowing.
However, we do not need to accept calmly and without
protest the types of things on which most Americans spend
their money. We should like to see some of it diverted into
what we consider more worthwhile channels. Right here
on the Bates campus we have the opportunity to offer contributions to two far more worthwhile causes than those on
which most of us are spending money at this time of year.
Give An Extra Gift
For those students who would be willing to give an extra
gift this year we ask that they give to the World University
Service fund or to the Hungarian Relief drive, both presently seeking contributions on the campus. Each dormitory has
a WUS representative to whom money may be given. Donations for Hungarian relief are being accepted (but not actively solicited) by the house mothers and dorm proctors.
So often we hear students say they do not have extra
money to give away to charities and other funds, but if
each person would look on a donation to one of these two
funds, or to any other worthwhile organization seeking contributions, as just an extra Christmas gift, it would be
•enough. And it really is like an extra gift, you know — if
you truly believe that the purpose of a gift is to make someone else a little happier or his life a little easier. You may
not know who will receive your Christmas gift, yet you will
at least know that you have given in keeping with the true
spirit of Christmas. That is all we ask.

Hates w) Student
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Lester E. Smith
Lester E. Smith, class of '43,
took his A.M. degree at Stamford U. in 1949. then went on
to take his Ed. D.
From 1946-49 he was Executive Alumni Secretary at Bates.
In 1951 he was appointed Assistant Prof, of Education and
Psychology at Antioch College,
Yellow Springs, Ohio. From
1952-54 he was the Associate
Dean for first-year students at
Antioch.
In 1954 Smith was appointed
Dean of students and associate
Prof, of education and sociology
at Washburn University, Topeka,
Kansas.

*De*t 'DttcUet
Engaged: Nancy Wickens and
Roger Thies: best wishes and
congratulations to Casey Parker
'59 and Jon Grant of Bowdoin.
Married: John Manteiga and
Jane Willard.
A certain freshman couple
was very enthusiastic about
a recent visit to Peck's
which included a chat with
Santa Claus.
"It was fun but we're glad it's
over," was the consensus of
opinion of the "Lute Song" cast,
as there was a mad rush to the
Colonial for strenuous relaxation.

lhf°; man_yu
iJSlLEfTJX:
Although Mumford admits
that little is known about the
earlier periods of transformation
in the life of man, this does not
inhibit him as it might a more
pedantic academician.
Thus, he attempts to follow the
transformation of man from animal to human, from archaic to
civilized state, from a primitive
civilized state to one influenced
by the world's great religions.
His comparison of Old World
Man and New World Man preceed comments about Post-Historic Man, the type depicted in
Orwell's 1984.
Contrasts Demands, Culture
Finally, he asks what demands
are made by World Culture as
contrasted to the various forms
of national culture, concluding
his analysis with a speculative
account of Human Prospects.
Mumford
brings
enormous
learning to the task of tracing the
significant patterns of change in
human history. And, though his
generalizations are often nebulous, they are no less provocative.
Reflects Fallacy
For example, he is fascinated
with the problem of man in a
state of nature. He feels that man
crawled out of that state into a
societal condition by means of
conscious choice rather than "automatic accretion." This seems to
reflect a fallacious dichotomy in
his own thought; He jumps from
the frying pan into the fire in
calling the 18th-century socialcontract theory "a myth" before
going on to discuss the transition
phase in such terms.
Hasn't he overlooked the possibility that man may have moved
from a state of nature to a societal

contemporary man must be transformed into One-World man, he
searches for a word to describe
the process. He considers "education," "self - development," and
"conversion," but rejects each as
being too narrow in connotation
and application.
He thinks that the Greek term
"paideia" is better for the wider
conception which he has in mind.
The term does not limit itself to
the conscious learning process or
to the induction of the young into
the social heritage of the community.
" "Paideia' is rather the task of
giving form to the act of living itself; treating every occasion of life as a means- of
self-fabrication, and as part of
a larger process of converting
facts into values, processes
into purposes, hopes and plans
into consummations and realizations. 'Paideia' is not merely
a learning: it is a making and
a shaping; and man himself is
the work of art that 'Paideia'
seaks to form." (p. 243)
States Lesson Of Democracy
Such an objective is not
achieved by assembling specialists to create an intellectaul
synthesis which might rival
Aquinas' Summa (cf. Mortimer
Adler's Syntopicon in Coram's
reference room).
Rather "the lesson of 'paideia'
is fundamentally the prime lesson of democracy: growth and
self-transformation cannot be
delegated. ... the achievement
of the human whole — and the
achievement of the wholly human — take precedence over
every narrower purpose."
Beliefs Become Mockery
In short, Mumford believes
that we must shuffle off every
form of parochialism* even when
playing our most specialized
(Continued on page five)

In the same vein a certain
Buddhist priest spent last
Saturday night weaving between telephone poles and
trees in an attempt to pilot
his machine home.
A new Mystery Quartet has
made its appearance on campus
and the Lucky recipient of its
telephone calls had a chance to
answer questions with an Italian
dinner for a prize.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Richard Bean '57
MANAGING EDITOR
SENIOR ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Speaking of little philosWilma Gero '57
Miriam Hamm "57
ophical quotes, we might
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Irene Frye '58
say that with the vast quan•CO-NEWS EDITORS
Catherine Jarvis '58, Christopher Ives "58
tity of exams and term papers the recent sentiment is,
COPY EDITOR
Anne Ridley '58
"the more we see of people,
ASSOCIATE COPY EDITORS
the better we like dogs."
James Bissland '59, Louis Brown '59, Howard Kunreuther '59
What Junior has been enterCO-FEATURE EDITORS .... Thomas King '58, Robert Raphael '58
taining all of West Parker with
MAKE-UP EDITOR
„
Marcia Bauch *59
his "Grandfather stories"?
SPORTS EDITOR
Norman Levine *57
Basketball games are as
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITORS .. Edwin Gilson *58, Peter Ailing '58
colorful as ever as one
EXCHANGE EDITOR
Anne Berkelman '57
small youth was passed
along and then quietly and
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efficiently thrown into an
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Wilbur Stone '57
empty space in the stands.
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Fred Greenman '58
He is a little bit the worse
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for wear.
Barbara VanDuzer '59, Jane Lysaght '59
For those who lack inspiration,
one prof has found -that his stuFaculty Consultant — Dr. John C. Donovan
dents write best exams to the
Published weekly at Chase Hall, Bates College, during the college year. Tel. "music" of his typewriter.
4-8021 (Sundays only). Printed at the Auburn Free Press, 99 Main Street,
A group of boys recently
Auburn. Bntered as second-class matter at the Lewiston Post Office Jan. 30.
(Continued on page eight)
1913, under the act of Mar. 3. 1879. A member of the Associated Collegiate Press

"Oh, that's Alma. She's the maid here in the dorm."
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Dr. Jackman Finds Bates Women
Brighter Than Male Aggregation
O/i £i/en/ Ccwpus... Cof/ege, Men
(wffajofnw m cf&cot/er/ng tofy

VICEROYS
are Smoother

By Peggy Montgomery
Among the many new faces
seen on the Bates campus this fall
was that of Dr. Sydney Jackman
who joined the college faculty as
a member of the History Department.
A distinguished looking gentleman of tall stature, Dr. Jackman
has a prominent trace of an English accent. This is, of course,
only natural, since he has spent
the greater part of his life in the
British' Isles. Although he was
born in California, Dr. Jackman
left this country at the age of one
month.
Receives Physics Degree
Attending boarding school from
the age of seven in both England
and Canada, he has a variety of
schools in his higher education.
After World War II, he received
his undergraduate degree in physics from the University of Washington, and later studied at Harvard. Dr. Jackman was a Woodbury-Lowry Memorial scholar to
Cambridge where he earned his
Ph.D. in history. He explains the
change of departments by saying
that despite the fact that he enjoyed physics he felt he was "not
a very good physicist."
Before coming to Bates, he was
a tutor in history at Harvard and
an instructor in history at Phillips Exeter Academy. Now that
he is fully established as part of
this college's faculty, Dr. Jack-

BECAUSE ONLY VICEROY
HAS 20,000 FILTERS

Twice As
Many Filters
AS THE OTHER TWO
LARGEST-SELLING FILTER BRANDS
COMPARE!
How many filters In your
filler tip? (Remember
—Ml* more filUrj the
imoother the tastel)

Viceroy's exclusive filter is made
from pore cellulose—soft, snow-white, natural!
019M, Brown ft WilllamMa Tobacco Corp.

man says that he enjoys teaching 'and is zealously looking forward
here, especially since Bates is co- to his next trip.
educational.
Likes New England
Because of his birthplace, Dr.
Considers Girls Brighter
Along this same line of think- Jackman is an American citizen,
ing, he deplores the fact that "the but feels that he is definitely "ingirls here are brighter than the ternationally minded." Of the
boys." His reason for saying this United States, he likes New Enghas a sound basis, in fact, for he land best of all for he approves
feejs that the female half of the highly of the attitudes and tradistudent body is more conscien- tions found in these six states. He
says they stand for something
tious than the male half.
and are not "wish-washy."
Also, there is much more comWhen asked about his plans for
petition among the coeds just in
the
future, Dr. Jackman said he
terms of being admitted to the
didn't
believe in planning for the
school. "This is because it is indeed difficult to find a co-educa- years ahead especially on a long
tional college with a good stand- range level. He likes to live each
day as it presents itself, taking
ing," says Dr. Jackman.
advantage of all opportunities.
Has Outside Interests
In addition to his occupation as
Outn.e<tCri
a Bates professor, a very time
I acknowledge the commonconsuming job, this gentleman
has a number of outside interests. place in my life and my surFor example, he is now in the roundings.
process of doing extensive reI have been letting life grow
search on the papers of Edward dingy on my sleeve. Often it is
Thornton. Besides this, he is edit- very easy to take all things for
ing the diary of David Bates granted. This I do with my
Douglas, one of the engineers friends; often also with the joys
connected with the discovery of that are inherent in much of my
the source of the Mississippi living; also with the blessings and
river.
graces of life without which much
Dr. Jackman also enjoys travel- of living would be utterly beyond
ing, and this is evidenced by the the springs of my endurance. I
fact that he has journeyed all acknowledge the commonplace in
over Europe, plus Greece and my life and my surroundings.
It is easy for me to take things
parts of North Africa. He goes to
Europe almost every other year, for granted and to deal with them
without sensitiveness. When have
you noticed the color in the sky?
When have you looked at the
shape and place of a tree? What
about the light in the eyes of your
friend when he smiles? The reStalks Plateau
newal of mind and body after a
Their revelry was disturbed night of restful sleep? The spononly by thoughts of the "Abom- taneous response which overinable Snowman" which stalks comes you when you are face to
the plateau and causes great face with some poignant human
hazards to those people who dare need? The times when deep within your heart you whisper a
to roam his "kingdom."
thank you to Life, to God or, as
His travels can be traced by
you may say, to the Fates!
the thundering of avalanches
I seek this day an active
which he initiates, and by immense prints left in the snow. wonder.
An active wonder is the desConsequently, each tribe, when
it safely reaches the secret pass perate of my mind and spirit. The
wh ich leads to Shangri-La, awareness of the unexplored and
builds an effigy of the best to the untried until I find my way
scare off the "Abominable Snow- into their secret places, this I
man."
need and I seek. The illumination
In the fall of this year, a group of wonder over my familiar landof young adventurers stumbled scape, revealing in ordinary
across the unoccupied village. things, fresh glories; making
Intrigued by the mystery of the manifest in my familiar heights
valley, they located an old shep- and depth that which I have
herd on a high plateau. The never known — this I need and I
weather-beaten man told the ex- seek this day.
— Howard Thurman,
plorers of the mysterious signs
Meditations Of The Heart
which would appear and directed them to follow the flaming
torches into the hidden valley.

Exotic Background Colors
Winter Carnival Theme
This year, Winter Carnival
presents Shangri-La. This is a
colorful theme dealing with a
background of mystery and
charm.
Barely Survive
For centuries there lived a
mysterious tribe of people in an
inpenetrable, exotic area of the
desolate Himalayan plateau between India and the East. Due
to the nomadic character of
these people, and also because
they were scattered throughout
the mountains, hemmed in by
snows most of the year, it was
impossible to make a census of
the population.
As shepherds, they were able
to eke out the most barren
existence. All contact was lost
with the outside world save for
a few straggling caravans from
the East.
Begin Trek
Once every decade or so,
whenever the summit of Karakal, the highest mountain in the
region, glowed with a pale blue
radiance, the scattered tribes
would begin their trek through
the dangerous passes to the miniature village hidden in an unknown valley, called Shangri-La.
Between the occasional meetings of the ancient tribe when it
assembled to fulfill their traditions, the village remained uninhabited and undisturbed. For
three days and nights, they
would throw off the solitude and
tedium of their hard lives, renew
old acquaintances, and, as was
the custom, elect a Queen. The
festival would begin when the
last weary travelers stumbled
down the hills bearing their
brilliant torches.

Mumford's Book

Letter To The Editor
To the Editor:
We would like to express our
most sincere thanks and appreciation to all those who helped
make "The Snow Ball" a success. Without the co-operation of
the Administration, Faculty, and
students who volunteered their
services, it would have been impossible to put on such a successful dance.
Again, many thanks to you all.
Ginger Sund
Pete Carey
Co-chairmen,
Christmas Formal

(Continued from page four)
roles. If we do not seek our
values beyond the narrow corners of family, city and nation,
race, creed, and occupation, all
talk about "One World" is the
sheerest kind of mockery. Of
course, one may ask, "Who really wants to be transformed?"
He suggests: Albert Schweitzer,
Patrick
Geddes, and Anada
Coomaraswamy.
All Bates students and faculty members will not agree with
Mumford, but he certainly provides an excellent springboard
for dormitory bull sessions. This
volume should be worn out
quickly!
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Chase, Rand - Whit
WAA Leaders In
Battle For Trophy
By Norm Levine

/

Not much has been said about the Bates Track team as
yet. The reason for this fact is definitely not because the
squad is of inferior quality. On the contrary, the Bobcat
thinclads from all indications should easily improve on a
good 5-6 record compiled last year.
The Garnet runners, coached by the able and energetic
Walt Slovenski have been one of the better 'Cat teams to
watch in the past. Always sprinkled with outstanding performers, the Bobcats have lost what meets they did because of the superior depth of their opponents. Competing
against such outstanding "track-minded" schools as Bowdoin, Maine, New Hampshire, Tufts, Northeastern, and Providence, the Garnet have provided their followers with many
thrills and upsets.
This year, once again, the 'Cats have fine prospects and
the promise of a very outstanding season seems quite bright
at this point, with a great amount of depth being added by
a better than average freshman class to an almest all-veteran
squad led by Co-Captains Pete Wicks and Jim McGrath.
This coming Friday, Saturday, and Monday afternoons
marks the start of the third annual interclass meet. This encounter, in which each class competes against each other for
the championship, should give a solid indication of the Bobcat track strength this year. Times and distances, as yet,
have not been divulged, but it is a sure bet that all those
who drop in to see the meet will be surprised as well as rewarded.
FOOTBALL MEMORIES
Though the football season is over, honors are still being
heaped on the members of the squad. In the last issue of
"Chemical and Engineering News," their annual Ail-American team of Chem and Engineering majors was announced.
Two members of the Bobcat team received honorable mention on this illustrious squad. They were Dave Walsh and
Jim Wylie, the only two Chemistry majors on the squad.
The fact that they play football at all with the labs and
extra work involved in chemistry is an amazing feat. We
offer our congratulations.
Bob Martin in closing his collegiate career out has compiled an outstanding list of honors to go with his state and
New England scoring championship. In the N.C.A.A. statistics for small colleges which were recently released, Martin
finished second in the country in scoring tied with Kelliher
of Trinity and Gerver of Capitol College, behind Frazier of
Florida A. & M. who scored 109 points. He also finished 24th
in the country in rushing as the Bates team finished 26th in
rushing and 24th in rushing defense.
Martin was also named to the following All-Sectional
teams: first team All-Maine, second team A.P. All-New England, honorable mention A.P. All-East, honorable mention
U.P. All-New England, and honorable mention A.P. and
U.P. Little All-American.
— A fitting reward for a job well done —

McGrath, Wicks Provide
Spark For Track Season
By Alan Wayne
both runners.
Two very competent and popAlthough it's a little early,
ular seniors, Jim "Mick" Mc- spring track will find this same
Grath of Milton, Mass., and pair at the helm when the BobPete Wicks of Rehoboth, Mass..! cats switch to the outdoors.
will provide the leadership for. Specializing in the half mile,
Coach Walt Slovenki's winter | Pete gained a secortd place in
tracksters when they embark the State Meet in his sophomore
upon their season January 5 at year and, finished third last
Maine.
season.
Run Four Years
220 Champ
Competing in track since their
McGrath, who was 220 champ
freshman year both boys will be of Massachusetts while at Milton
culminating their collegiate ca-! High, garnered a second place
reers in what could very well ';e in the Slate Meet in his junior
the Bobcats' best campaign in year and a third in the 440. Later
recent years.
in the season, he topped both the
With Jim running the 300 and State Meet 220 and 440 champs
Pete the 1000 and both racing in in a dual meet with Bowdoin.
the 600 and one mile relay,
Aside from track competition,
Bates has a solid representation both Pete and "Mick" particiin the middle distances and in pated in other activities. Wicks,
the all-important relay.
a chemistry major, is president
Win B.A.A. Relay
of the Lawrance Chemical SoTwo years ago Pete and Jim ciety and vice-president of the
were members of the winning Christian Association.
one mile relay team at the Plays Football
B.A.A. meet in Boston and addMajoring in economics, Mced to their laurels by turning in Grath contributed heavily to the
fine performances in relays at success of the Hatchmen this fall
Harvard and UCONN. Barring with his tremendous speed and
injuries, which hampered Mc- sharp defensive play at end.
Grath last year, a profitable While at Milton, he gained letseason can be expected from ters in football and track, while

By Betty Drum
As the early winter season
comes to its close, the excitement is mounting for the play-off
tournaments. Close races for
both of the trophies have increased interest to the point
where over 100 girls have been
participating in these two major
activities of the current program.

Jayvees Top Red Riots;
Record Third Triumph
By Bill Tobin
The Bates Bobkittens increased
their unbeaten skein to 3
games last Saturday night at
Alumni Gym at the expense of a
game but outfought. South Portland High outfit 65-55.

Pfeiffer. Whitten Score
Freshman Art Pfeiffer and
John Whitten were offensive
standouts with 14 points. Joe
Murphy followed close by with
Complete Schedule
12
points, all scored in the
The regular schedule has been
completed, with only the all-im- second half.
portant play-offs remaining.
The Jay Vee's led throughout
The badminton results, as pre- the contest which was marked
sented by Barb Stetson on Sun- by slick passing and good shootday, were as follows (all matches ing. The rebounding was exceptional.
have been played):
Won
Lost
Clear Boards
Chase
4
0
The big men led by Art PfeiffCheney
3
1
er, Joe Murphy, and Jim Wylie
Wilson
3
1
were continually clearing both
West
2
0
boards.
Frye
2
2
The Garnet was in the lead at
Hacker
2
2
half time 35-31. In the second
Milliken
2
2
half, Joe Murphy paced the
Rand
0
3
team to its final spread of 10
Whit
0
3
points.
East
0
4
Forwards Dave Briggs and
Hold Playoffs
Don Files collected 19 and 10
The preliminary tournament
points respectively in South
game, to decide the runner-up
Portland's first full scale action.
was held Monday, and the winMCI
Visits
ner of that match between
Cheney and Wilson will go
The Bobkittens will face their
against the undefeated combo sternest test of the year tonight
from Chase, either today or to- when the powerful Maine Cenmorrow, depending upon their tral Institute aggregation pays a
opponent.
visit to the Bates campus.
The winner of this championSeniors and their dorm reps,
ship tilt will be presented the
Judy
Kent and Ellie Peck.
badminton trophy, especially dePlay
Semi-Finals
signed by this year's manager.
The semi-final game will be
Volleyball Successful
played
today to determine their
The volleyball season has
opponent
for the final competibeen tremendously successful
tion.
this year, and credit should go
not only to the manager, but
Early winter season is closing,
also to two very hard-working which means that late winter
officials — Barb Johnson and season will start immediately after Christmas vacation.
Marjorie Keene.
These girls, along with sevSign-ups are larger than ever
eral helpers, have done a terrific this year, especially in the large
job of running the season. And dorms. To accommodate the
now for the results of the regu- number of girls who wish to
lar schedule — the winner of the play, two teams from each-of the
season crown is the team repre- larger dorms might have to be
senting the Seniors from Rand created.
and Whit.
Start Winter Seasons
Seniors Win
Everyone in W.A.A. circles is
This group has turned out in looking forward to a very sucforce for every game and has cessful late winter season, and
vanquished six straight foes. this should be
forthcoming,
Their prowess will again be test- judging by the early indications.
ed this Friday as they meet the
winner of the semi-final pay-off
game, but a win will give them
MERRY CHRISTMAS
not only an undefeated season
and
but the championship trophy as
well.
A HAPPY NEW YEAR
This streak and enthusiasm, so
often lacking in some dorms, is
u tribute to the spirit of the

COOPER'S

Wicks also starred on the cinders.
Co-captains Jim and Pete are
well worthy of your support together with the whole squad as
they strive to bring further athletic prominence to Bates.

This should be one of the
most evenly matched games of
the season. A win could conceivably pave the way to an undefeated season for Coach
Leahy's charges.
The summary:
Bates (65)
Hooper, If
Wylie, If
Walsh. If
Whitten, rf
Pfieffer, c
Blount, c
Deacon, lg
Graves, lg
Peterson, lg
Smith, rg
Murphy, rg

Totals

G F P
0
1
1
2
3 7
1 . 3
1
2 14
6
5
4 14
0
0 0
1
1
3
0
0 0
1
0 2
4
1
y
2 12
5
25 15 65

South Portland (55)
G
3
Files, If
0
Heal, If
0
Donnelly, If
7
Briggs, rf
2
Casseldon, c
4
Richards, lg
1
Clark, c
0
Soule, rg
17
Totals

F P
4 10
4
4
1
1
5 19
3
7
0
8
2
4
*)
2
21 55

K17

You mean f^f
a gift to
niv college
can result in a
larger income
for mv family?'
Many a businessman is discovering these days—to his
pleasant surprise—that a gift
to his Alma Mater can bring
definite future tax advantages
to his wife and family.
Our experienced Trust
Department will be glad to
work with you and your attorney on the financial and trust
aspects of the educational gift
you have in mind...regardless of its size.

Sabaltus Street
We Serve The Best

We'll be glad to send you a copy of
"Facts Everyone Should Know About
Charitable Giving,"which you may

See Our

DRY CLEANSING
SERVICE

BEAUTIFUL SILVER
AND CHINA SELECTIONS

Tel. 4-7326
Call and Delivery

i
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2 College Agent - Arlene Gardner
83 Lisbon St.

drop us a card today.
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18 Offices Serving the Heart of Maine
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Mules Top Garnet 93-68;
Colby Shooting Red Hot
By Norman B. Clarke
Coach Lee Williams seems to
have come up with another basketball powerhouse as the Colby
Mules from down Waterville
took the Bobcats into camp last
Wednesday night in the Alumni
Gym to the tune of 93-68.
Bobcat Shooting Off
Howeyer impressive the score
may seem to be, it certainly does
not offer any real cause to believe that the Mule quintet is so
much stronger than the Bates
squad. It simply seemed to be a
question of the fact that the Colby shooting was nothing short of
red hot, while the charges of
Coach Verne Ullom displayed a
disappointing picture in this important phase of the game.
It seemed strange to the opening night fans to have their
team held down to 68 points, as
compared to last year's highscoring quintet.
In comparison, Colby's club,
man for man did not appear potentially to be better, but it was
a simple matter of the boys' hitting with a great percentage of
their floor shots, gaining 27 baskets in 62 attempts while Bates
connected on only 22, while attempting 20 more than Colby.
This shooting supremacy continued on the foul line as well,
as Colby captain Charlie Twigg,
high scorer of the tilt dunked 16
out of 19 free throws.
Twigg Leads Mules
As the tussel began, it was
quickly evident that the Bobcats seemed to be off and theirs
wasn't too strong a scoring
threat, however hustle and satisfactory bench strength apparently was enough to keep Bates
within reach of the leaders

PECKS
L E W I S T O N

throughout the earlier minutes
of the game.
Nevertheless, they could not
keep down Twigg who was running wild, scoring 21 points in
the first half, definitely leading
his team to the 51-33 lead which
they enjoyed at the final buzzer
of that canto.
Capt. Schroder, DeMarline Shine
After the halftime
break,
Coach Ullom's charges seemed
to have solved a few problems
as they came charging back to
within 12 points, before falling
again, hopelessly out of reach of
the leaders.
However, during this period
the Bobcats succeeded in holding Twigg to but seven points
for a total of 28, and they were
led by the offensive play of
freshman Jim DeMartine and
the defensive play of Capt.
George Schroder and DeMartine.
As yet, it appears that the
greatest loss which the Bobcats
have suffered is that of last
year's captain Bob Dunn, who
was consistently dependable as a
play maker, and from the showing made last Wednesday this
gap in the Bates offense has not
been sufficiently filled.
In the scoring department, the
squad appears to be sufficiently
loaded with point men, if they
can oly shake off the shooting
slump and start hitting.
Club Possess Hustle
Hustle and spirit on the club
appears to be at a maximum,
and if Coach Ullom and staff can
solve its big problem of better
organization, while the scorers
begin producing as they are capable, all hopes of a winter State
Series champion need not be
disbanded.
The scoring was as follows:
Colby (93)
C V P
Cudmore, f
5
0 10
Hendricks, f
0 0
0
Campbell, f
6
3 15
Shanks, f
0 0
0
Kopchains, f
0 2
2
Edes, c
3 3
9
Neri, c
0
3
3

YOUR
CHRISTMAS
STORE

IT'S FOR REAL!

Bobcats Outhustle Clark 80-69;
Schroder Leads Way To First Win
By Bill O'Connell
The Bates Bobcats outran and
outrebounded
the
hoopsters
from Clark U. last Saturday
night at Alumni Gym to come
up with their first win of the
season 80-69.
Sport 1-2 Record
Bates now has a one-two record while Clark sports a 0-2
record.
Leading by a mere 3 points at
the half, 34-31, the Garnet outhustled the visitors to build up
an insurmountable lead of 14
points with only a few minutes
remaining and then coasted to
victory.
Uses Bench
Coach Verne Ullom was able
to use the entire Bates bench in
the Bobcats' first victory.
Captain George Schroder was
the big offensive weapon for the
Garnet as he racked up 27
points and controlled the boards
with 21 rebounds.
Schroder
played an all around excellent
game on offense as well as defense.
Callender Stars
Willie Callender was another
Bates standout, dropping in 6
free throws and field goals for an
18 point total. Callender also did
a great job of controlling the ball
under the boards.
Sophomore Bob Burke per-

formed a creditable job, scoring
15 and often stole the ball from
the visitors to help build up the
Bates total.
Freshman
Jim
DeMartine
showed a lot of promise in the
Clark game by dropping in 7

sparkling
Christmas Gifts

and it looks as though he will be
6 16 28 seeing quite a bit of action.
1
0 2 Jackson Scores
2 6 10
Center Steve Jackson was
3 5 11
27 39 93 Clark's high scorer with 17
Bales (68)
points and played a fine defenG F
sive
game along with Captain
Hartleb, f
3 0
Bill Gibbons who netted 12
O'Grady, f
0
1
Sullivan, f
1
0
points for the visitors.
Callender, f
2
1
The Bates Club played a fine
DeMartine, f
2 7
team game and it seems that
Feld, f
2 0
Muth, f
their offense has jelled into a
0
1
Schroeder, c
5 5
topnotch system.
Sutherland, c
1
1
Davis, g
0 4
Control Ball
Rushefsky, g
2 0
The Bobcats controlled the
Burke, g
2
5
ball well in both halfs and
Candelmo, g
1
0
utilized the fast break which in
Haines, g
0 o
Totals
22 24 68 many spots left the Clark boys
at the wrong end of the court.
The summary:
Bates (80)
by Chester Field
C* V* P
Hartleb, If
0
0
0

Twigg, g
Hunt, g
Rogan, g
Ruvo, g
Totals

SANTA CLAUS ANALYZED
Why oh why does Santa go,
"Ho-Ho, Ho-Ho, Ho-Ho, Ho!"
Is it just because he's jolly?
I believe he's off his trolley.
... Gifts for everyone on earth
Breed hysteria—not mirth
If you had his job to do
Bet you'd shake like jelly toot
End your gift problems before they start. Give
Chesterfield in the carton that glows for real—to all
the happy folk who smoke for real! Buy lots—to
do lots for your
Christmas list.
Smoke for real •..
•moke Chesterfield!
$60 for rvory philosophical verm
accepted for publication.
Cheitarllald, P. O. Box 21,
New York 40. N. Y.
W

O I JM«« * Hrm Tobacco Co,

"

0
3
1
0
9
0
0
6
0

0
7
1
0
27
2
0
18
0

5
Burke, lg
5 15
2
6
Rushefsky, rg
Si
0
2
Davis, rg
1
0 2
Haines, rg
1
27 26 80
Totals
Clark (69)
G F P
5
0 10
Reschke, If
2
4
8
Hart, If
0
0 0
Grey, rf
Gorman, rf
1
0
2
Jackson, c
4
9 17
1
3
5
Razansky, c
3
b 11
Cocchiola, lg
0
0
0
Siegel, lg
Gibbons, rg
4 4 12
Brockman, rg
2
4
1
21 27 69
Totals
The Bates squad entertains
the Bowdoin Polars Bears this
Wednesday night and it should
prove to be a fine game to watch
as Bowdoin also downed Clark
and both clubs will be up for
this one.

Winter Sports Schedules

MORAL i

Shop Peck's
five floors of

0
2
0
0
9
1
0
6
0

Bates shoots a basket in a tense moment during Saturday's
win over Clark.
(Photo by Perley)

*

For 76 years
Peck's has
been the
Christmas
treasureland
of students
and their
families!

Candelmo, If
DeMartine, rf
Sullivan, rf
O'Grady, rf
Schroder, c
Sutherland, c
Muth, c
Callender, lg
Feld, lg

.-

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan,
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Varsity Basketball
12—Bowdoin
15—at Maine
4—at Williams
9—at Bowdoin
12—Maine
14—at Boston University
15—at Brandeis
16—at M. I. T.
8—Northeastern
9—Tufts
13—at Colby
16—Providence
19—at Maine
22—Colby
23—at Middlebury
27—Bowdoin

Junior Varsity Indoor Track
Jan. 4—at Maine Frosh
Jan. 12—N. H. Frosh
Jan. 19—at Northeastern Frosh
Feb. 9—Tufts Frosh
Feb. 16—Pending
Feb. 23—Pending

THE

BLUE

Junior Varsity Basketball
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

12—M. C. I.
5—at M. C. I.
9—at Wicks
12—Bridgton
14—at Kents Hill
8—Portland University
9—Kents Hill
15—at New Hampshire
16—765th ACWS
22—Portland YMCA
27—Wicks

Varsity Indoor Track
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

5—at Maine
12—New Hampshire
19—at Northeastern
4—at B. A. A.'s
9—Tufts
16—Bowdoin
23—Providence

GOOSE

69 SABATTUS STREET

GRILL

^o
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John Jay Presents Skiing Film
At Colby College This Evening
All ski enthusiasts have been
invited to Colby College tonight
to witness the showing of the
movie, "Great White Way." John
Jay, America's foremost ski
photographer and author, who is
being sponsored by the Outing
Club, will show the movie at 9

p. m. in the Women's Union at
Colby.
Jay and his wife, also a noted
photographer, will present thenfeature length color film which
covers highlights in skiing from
the National Junior Slalom at
Franconia, N. H., to rope skiing
on the Jungfrau glacier.

WVBC Schedule
Tonight
8:00 Here's to Vets
8:15 The Student CouncilStudent Gov't Program
8:30 The Don Reese Show
(Music)
9:00 "Magic Marimba"
with Ed Stiles
9:15 Classical Music Time
9:30 "Your Gal"
10:00 Night Train - Pete Meilen
10:30 Land of Dreams
with Don Reese
11:00 Sign off
Tomorrow
8:00 News Analysis
with Grant Reynolds
8:15 Anna and Chico Show
9:00 By-Line WVBC
with Bruce Jatkowske
9::,"> Classical Music Time
0 The Paul Steinberg S ow
10: GO Land of Dj U
with Joan Galambos
!: :00 Sign off
Friday
8:00 "Rog and the Records"
with Rc"er Allen

8:30

"Tennessee Showboat"
with Sarah 'Tenn.' Walker
9:00 Masterworks from France'
9:15 Classical Music Time
10:00 Drama from Microphone 3
features Dickens'
Christmas Carol
11:00 Sign off
Saturday
7:00 Spotlight on Variety
with Phil Lewis
8:00 Saturday Night Jukebox
with Mike Alpren
10:00 Easy Listenin'
with Pete Koch
1:00 Sign off
Sunday
1:00 Music for a Sunday
Afternoon
2:00 Sunday Symphony with
Bill Waterston, host
5:00 Sign off
7:00 Music fcr a Sunday
Evenin j wi th Ray Hondess
!
Sign eff
Monday
8:00 Dick Sullivan's
Sports Review

Receives Nomination
Jay. a prominent athlete and
member of Phi Beta Kappa at
Williams College, began his motion picture career in 1940. One
of
his shorts, "Winter ParaOn Monday evening a special
dise,"
was nominated for the
Christmas Vespers service will
academy award in 1954.
be held in the chapel. This will
The Colby Eight will offer a
be a candlelight service, sponsored by the CA, and will fea- variety of songs during the inture music by the choir, a string termission. A :;li{;hi admission
quartet, and readings by Ruth fee will be charged.
Zimmerman and Harry Bennert.
ists; their selections will bs
Doors will close at 9:15 p.m.
"Comfort Ye" and "Come Unto
A ' special choir of twentyHim." Further music will be
three voices will sing "For Unto
presented by the string quartet.
Us a Child Is Born" and the
It is composed of Fred Brag"Hallelujah Chorus." Various sedon,
Richard Krause, Bradford
lections from Handel's "MessiTuck, and Sheila Tulk, playing Winter Carnival
ah" will be presented.
the "Pastoral Symphony." Or(Continued from page one)
Give Musical Selections
(Continued from page four)
ganists for the vesper service are
found out that the study
Patricia Allen and Norman Herbert Fowler and James Committee! Plan Events
room on the second iloor of
Jason have been chosen as solo- Kyed.
Assisting Lync'e and
Miss
the library is not the best
Johnson as committee chairmen
place to have snowball
will be Beverly Paul, Peter Reylights.
ersbach, and Sindra Johnson,
Empty gin bottles are .in
conducting the ice show, and
OC President Theodore Freed- abundance in
West
Parker.
man on the Qusen contest. Joan Seven-up bottles are the vogue
En~els and Robert Finnie are in at Cheney. Souvenirs.
charge of snow Sculptures, with
Seen on a dean's d:sk: a
Lawrence Beer and the Hickorbook entitled, "The Urae to
ies Ski Group handling snow
Persecute."
games.
Mark Godfried and Ruth Tug- and hikes, are working on plans
gey are arranging for the hockey i for the Sunday outing. Marilyn
game,
while
Judith Perley,! Miller, Deane Cressy, and BonDavid Harper, and James Muth nie Richman are preparing a liplan open house programs for brary display in conjunction
Thorncrag. Sally Smith, Richard with the activities of the publicVartabedian, and Burton Harris I ity committee, Charlotte Miller,
are working on the Chase Hall, Benjamin Getchell, Bruce Faractivities; and Eleanor Peck, An-1 quhar, and Lee Larson.
thony Parinello, Patricia CampThe courtesies committee conbell, and Charles Dings are re- i sists of Barbara Madsen, Jean
sponsible for preparations for Hemingway, and Sylvia Soehle.
the Saturday night semi-formal Agnes Beverage,
Mary Lou
Dance.
| Townley, Alfred Ziegler, and
Preparations Continue
i William Taylor are planning reJudith Svirsky and Damon freshments for the weekend's
Dustin, OC chairmen of trips program.

CA Sponsors Special
Vespers Service In
Chapel Monday Night

Vet £W&<*

§ It's Christmas, §
I • Ebenezer!

ITimetoSave.4

On Trips Home For The Holidays

LvGREYHOUND
$4.00
BRIDGEPORT
$7.80
7.00
STAMFORD
8.40
7.55
NEW YORK
8.75
Plus U. S. Tax
Big Extra Savings Each Way on Round Trips

FOR GIFT SELECTIONS
buy at

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

Tony Fournier's
MEN'S-SHOP

We specialize in
BIRTHDAY CAKES
and
PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
For Parties
Delivery Upon Request

136 Lisbon St.

Tel. 4-4141

for
QUALITY, VALUE
and EXCLUSIVENESS

Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645
54 Ash Street

BOSTON
HARTFORD
NEW HAVEN

TURNPIKES EXPRESS BUSSES
To Boston - Hartford - New York
Wednesday, Dec. 19 - After Classes
MAIL RESERVATION CARDS NOW!
Watch Bulletin Boards for Ticket Sales Date
Greyhound Terminal
169 Main Si.
Phone: 2-8932 - 2-8924

Luiggi's Pizzeria

8:15 The Chico Paige Show
9:00 Reggie Sings
with Reggie Abbiati
9:15 Piano Playhouse
with Anita Kastner
9:30 Classical Music Time
10:00 For Cool Moderns
with Joe Roberts
10:30 Land of Dreams
with Bob Raphael
11:00 Sign off
Tuesday
8:00 Top Ten Show
with Ron Spicer
8:15 "640 Club"
with Windy Stanley
8:45 Dick Larson (Jazz)
9:00 Serenade in Blue
9:15 Symphony Hall
with Bob Cornell
10:00 "Dedicated to You" with
Fred Drayton and
Craig Parker
10:30 Land of Dreams
with Phil Keirstead
11:00 Sign off

Magazine Welcomes
Fiction Contributions
From Bates Writers
Manuscripts for entry in the
Afademoiselle College
Fiction
Contest may be submitted by
any college woman before March
15, 1957. Winners will receive
$590 each for serial rights to
their stories and publication in
Mademoiselle.
Entries, which should be 2,500
to 5,000 words in length, must
be original and the characters
fictitious. Stories that have appeared in undergraduate publications are acceptable if they
have not been published elsewhere.
Submit Manuscripts
Contestants
should
submit
their manuscripts to Mademoiselle, 575 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, N. Y. All should
be typewritten, double spaced,
on one side of the page only.
Entrants should mark their
work clearly with name, age,
home address, school address
and school year. Each should enclose a 9 by 12 inch Manila envelope,
self - addressed
and
stamped, or stories received will
not be returned.

Lewiston
SHOE
CLINIC
QUICK DEPENDABLE
SERVICE
We're Ready To Serve
Bates Students
25 Sabattus St.
Lewiston

— Features —

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti
To Eat Here and to Take Out
Telephone 2-0701

YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
Easy Terms

Corner Horlon and Sabattus Streets
DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE

sx&u I4ywt/ut
50 Lisbon St.

Dial 4-5241

